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Abstract— Mining frequent pattern from stream data is a challenging task. Finding frequent pattern
from data streams have been found to be useful in many application such as stock market prediction,
sensor data analysis, network traffic analysis, e-business and telecommunication data analysis.
Frequent Pattern Stream tree [1] is used for maintaining frequent pattern over a period of time using
modified FP tree algorithm. This approach maintains tilted time window at each node which
consumes larger space. Compact Pattern Stream Tree [2] assumes that only current patterns are of
importance and uses sliding window protocol for maintaining it. This approach does not give
importance to past frequent patterns.
The aim of this research paper is to combine the features of frequent pattern stream tree and
Compact pattern stream tree to find the frequent pattern over a period of time. The research assumes
the patterns that are infrequent for a period can become frequent in the future. It is proposed to
generate a Compact Frequent Pattern Stream tree that maintains tilted time window at the tail node
and at partition node that keep track of the pattern over a period of time. The pattern whose support
count is greater than predefined threshold is considered to be frequent. The proposed approach has
proved advantage of reduction in space utilization, compaction in space utilization and consideration
of past patterns that may become frequent. The system will generate frequent pattern with compact
data structure and in a time efficient manner.
Index Terms—Frequent pattern stream tree, Compact pattern stream tree, Dynamic stream tree tilted
time window, sliding window
1. INTRODUCTION
Frequent pattern has been studied widely over a period of time but extending it to data stream is a
challenging task. Data items are continuously flowing through the internet or sensor networks in
applications like network monitoring and message disseminat ion [5]. Frequent pattern mining and its
associated methods are widely used in association rule mining tasks, sequential pattern mining,
sequential pattern mining, structured pattern mining, associative classification and so on[1].
Recently, the increasing prominence of data streams has led to the study of online mining of frequent
Itemsets, which is an important technique that is essential to a wide range of emerging applications,
such as web log and click-stream mining, network traffic analysis, trend analysis and fraud detection
in telecommunications data, e-business and stock market analysis, and sensor networks. With the
rapid emergence of these new application domains, it has become increasingly difficult to conduct
advanced analysis and data mining over fast-arriving and large data streams in order to capture
interesting trends, patterns and exceptions [5]. Mining frequent pattern from continuous data stream is
more difficult than finding frequent pattern from static database. The basic properties of data stream
are that they are continuous as they arrive at fast rate. Secondly, data can only be read only once
because of continuity. Thirdly the total amount of data that are arriving is unbounded. Mining streams
require fast processing so that fast data arrival rate can be maintained and results of mining can be
achieved in shorter response time.
The mining of continuously arriving data can be done through time base sliding window approach.
There are three important windows models can be used based on feature of the application landmark
window model, damped window model or sliding window model. Landmark window performs
mining from data from a particular point called landmark to the current time. In the damped window
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model arriving data is assigned various weights based on their arrival, newly arriving data are
assigned higher weights than older data. In sliding window fixed window is maintained and mining is
applied within this window.
2. STREAM MINING MODELS
Some paper that describes various methods to find frequent pattern identification from data streams are
described and discussed here.
2.1 Frequent pattern stream tree model
In the paper [1] a method for finding frequent pattern using FP stream tree is proposed. Compared to
mining from a static transaction data set, the streaming case has far more information to track and far
greater complexity to manage. Infrequent items can become frequent later on and hence cannot be
ignored. The storage structure needs to be dynamically adjusted to reflect the evolution of Itemsets
frequencies over time. In this paper, computing and maintaining all the frequent patterns (which is
usually more stable and smaller than the streaming data) and dynamically updating them with the
incoming data streams. They extended the framework to mine time-sensitive patterns with approximate
support guarantee. They incrementally maintain -time windows for each pattern at multiple time
granularities. Interesting queries can be constructed and answered under this framework. Moreover,
inspired by the fact that the FP-tree provides an effective data structure for frequent pattern mining, we
develop FP-stream, an effective FP-tree-based model for mining frequent patterns from data streams.
An FP-stream structure consists of (a) an in-memory frequent pattern-tree to capture the frequent and
sub-frequent Itemsets information, and (b) a tilted-time window table for each frequent pattern.
Efficient algorithms for constructing, maintaining and updating an FP -stream structure over data
streams are explored.
2.2 Compact pattern stream model
In this paper [2] a method for finding pattern from data stream using Compact pattern stream tree. An
efficient technique to discover the complete set of recent frequent patterns from a high-speed data
stream over a sliding window has been proposed. A Compact Pattern Stream tree (CPS-tree) to capture
the recent stream data content and efficiently remove the obsolete, old stream data has been developed
to provide compaction. This paper also introduces the concept of dynamic tree restructuring in our
CPS-tree to produce a highly compact frequency-descending tree structure at runtime. This causes the
high frequency pattern to be maintained at the higher level and low frequency components are mainly
maintained at the leaf nodes. The complete set of recent frequent patterns is obtained from the CPStree of the current window using an FP-growth mining technique.
2.3 Classification and clustering model
In this paper [3] a method for stream classification is proposed. A new ensemble model which
combines both classifiers and clusters together for mining data streams is proposed. The main
challenges of this new ensemble model include (1) clusters formulated from data streams only carry
cluster IDs, with no genuine class label information, and (2) concept drifting underlying data streams
makes it even harder to combine clusters and classifiers into one ensemble framework. To handle
challenge (1) a label propagation method to infer each cluster‟s class label by making full use of both
class label information from classifiers, and internal structure information from clusters is proposed.
To handle challenge (2), we present a new weighting schema to weight all base models according to
their consistencies with the up-to-date base model. As a result, all classifiers and clusters can be
combined together, through a weighted average mechanism, for prediction. Due to its inherent merits
in handling drifting concepts and large data volumes, ensemble learning has traditionally attracted
many attentions in stream data mining research. Nevertheless, as labeling training samples is a labor
intensive and expensive process, in a practical stream data mining scenario, it is often the case that we
may have a very few labeled training samples (to build classifiers), but a large number of unlabeled
samples are available to build clusters. It would be a waste to only consider classifiers in an ensemble
model, like most existing solutions do. Accordingly, in this paper, a new ensemble learning method
which relaxes the original ensemble models to accommodate both classifiers and clusters through a
weighted average mechanism. In order to handle concept drifting problem, we also propose a new
consistency-based weighting schema to weight all base models, according to their consistencies with
respect to the up-to-date model.
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2.4 Sliding window model
In this paper [4] they developed a novel approach for mining frequent Itemsets from data streams
based on a time-sensitive sliding window model. The approach consists of a storage structure that
captures all possible frequent Itemsets and a table providing approximate counts of the expired data
items, whose size can be adjusted by the available storage space. . In addition, the approach guarantees
no false alarm or no false dismissal to the results yielded. Self adjusting discounting table (SDT) for
the limited memory is proposed. The SDT performs well when the available memory is limited.
2.5 Posterior probability based classification model
In this paper [5] a method is proposed method for classification of stream data In this paper a new
approach to mine data streams by estimating reliable posterior probabilities using an ensemble of
models to match the distribution over under-samples of negatives and repeated samples of positives has
been proposed. They formally show some interesting and important properties of the proposed
framework, e.g., reliability of estimated probabilities on skewed positive class, accuracy of estimated
probabilities, efficiency and scalability.
2.6 Frequent pattern identification model based on dynamic load balancing
In this paper [6] a method is proposed for frequent pattern discovery from data streams In this paper,
the practical problem of frequent-Itemsets discovery in data-stream environments which may suffer
from data overload. The main issues include frequent-pattern mining and data-overload handling.
Therefore, a mining algorithm together with two dedicated overload-handling mechanisms is proposed.
The algorithm extracts basic information from streaming data and keeps the information in its data
structure. The mining task is accomplished when requested by calculating the approximate counts of
Itemsets and then returning the frequent ones. When there exists data overload, one of the two
mechanisms is executed to settle the overload by either improving system throughput or shedding data
load.
2.7 Dynamic stream tree model
DSTree [8], which is a prefix-tree that is built based on a canonical item order, has recently been
proposed for mining an exact set of recent frequent patterns over a data stream using a sliding window
technique. In DSTree, the sliding window consists of several batches of transactions, and the
transaction information for each batch is explicitly maintained at each node in the tree structure. To
discover the complete set of recent frequent patterns, the FP-growth mining technique is applied to the
DSTree of the current window. Even though the construction of the DSTree requires only one scan of
the data stream, it cannot guarantee that a high level of prefix sharing (like in FP -tree) will be
achieved in the tree structure because the items are inserted into the tree in a frequency-independent
canonical order. Moreover, upon sliding of window the tree update mechanism of DSTree may leave
some „garbage‟ nodes in the tree structure when the mining request is delayed.
3. PROPOSED APPROACH
Assuming that our proposed system architecture is already present, we carry out research
regarding frequent pattern from data stream.
It combines the features of frequent pattern stream tree and Compact pattern stream tree. The
frequent pattern stream tree maintains tilted time window at each node showing support count of the
particular item over a period [1]. The FP stream tree also maintains a pattern tree showing support
count of the item in the current window. The compact pattern stream tree uses window based
approach in which the window is divided into pane and each pane constitutes the transaction [2]. The
nodes are divided into two types 1) Ordinary node storing the item and the support count of the item
and 2) Tail node and partition node storing the support count of the item as the information of the
pane. The support count of the item is maintained at each node. The pane information is maintained at
the tail node and partition node.
We could propose the working of our proposed model in the following manner:
The incoming data stream is divided into sliding windows. The size of the sliding window
needs to be specified by the user. The data stream is equally divided according to the sliding window
size specified. The compact FP Stream tree is constructed by maintaining tilted time window at the
tail node and at the partition node. The tilted time window consists of the support count of the pattern
as well as the sliding windows in which the pattern is occurred. The tilted time window consists of
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this information over a period of time. The entire pattern whose support count is above the threshold
value is considered to be frequent. Depth first search is carried out starting from the root node to find
the frequent pattern. Each tilted time window is checked and the final output will contain the frequent
pattern, the transaction window in which the pattern is frequent as well as the support count of the
frequent pattern. The structure of Compact FP stream tree is shown in Figure 3.1. The size of the
sliding window is assumed to be three. Thus three words form a single transaction. The root of the
tree is a always a null node. The given stream is paper, puddle and polythene. During the initial step
the count of each and every word is recorded. The words are arranged in descending order in the
Table 3.1. Thus the maximum occuring is entered in the table first.
Table 3.1 Table maintaining word count
Word
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Figure 3.1 Compact FP stream tree
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For same pattern paper, puddle and polythene the FP stream implementation is as shown in
Figure 3.4. The sliding window size is assumed to three. In FP stream tree the tilted time window is to
be maintained at each and evey node. It is also necessary to specify the number of transaction in each
tilted time window. The table showing word count in window for FP stream tree is shown in Table
3.1.
As shown in Figure 3.2 the tilted time window in FP stream tree has to be maintained at each
node making the data structure complex. Moreover the size of the TTW has to be speified in advance
making the data structure static. Here the TTW size is assumed to be one. Threshold is provided by
the user. The pattern whose support count is greater than threshold is said to be frequent.
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Figure 3.2 FP stream tree [1]
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4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed Compact FP stream algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: Initialize Compact FP stream tree to be empty.
Step 2: When the incoming stream are accumulated:
(i)
The incoming stream data is divided into equal sized sliding window specified by the
user.
(ii)
The table containing pattern and suppot count is created. The pattern is arranged in
the table in descending order of its support count.
(iii)
The compact FP stream tree is constructed by maintaining linked list based tilted time
window at partition and tail nodes.
(iv)
The patterns are arranged in the Compact FP stream tree according to its occurance in
the table.
Step3: Threshold σ is taken from the user.
Step 4: Depth First traversal is done starting from the root node and the support count in each linked
list based tilted time window maintained at tail node and partition node is checked against the
threshold value σ.
Step 5: All those pattern whose support count is greater than threshold σ is displayed along the
window number and support count.
5. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Data Set Used
Sensor stream contains information (temperature, humidity, light, and sensor voltage)
collected from 54 sensors deployed in Intel Berkeley research lab. The whole stream contains
consecutive information recorded over a 2 months period. The sensor ID is the class label, so the
learning task of the stream is to correctly identify most frequently occurring sensor ID purely based
on the sensor data and the corresponding recording time. The data set is in standard Comma Separate
Value(CSV) format. The aim is to find which class of Sensor ID is occurring most frequently and
controlling the temperature and humidity corresponding to that region. Figure 5.1 shows the Sensor
stream dataset.

Figure 5.1: Sensor Data set [13]
5.2 Implementation
The results of applying the FP stream tree implementation on Sensor data set is shown in
Figure 5.2. The threshold is taken to be four and the sliding window size is taken to be seven. The first
field of the output provides the class names which are frequent, the second field gives the transaction
window number in which the items is frequent and the third field gives the frequency of the
corresponding frequent item.
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Figure 5.2: Frequent Pattern Stream tree implementation on sensor data.
After implementation of the sensor data on Compact Frequent pattern stream tree with
threshold value four and sliding window size seven the result is shown in figure 5.3. The first column
in Figure 5.3 shows the class which is frequent, the second column shows the transaction in which the
pattern is frequent and the thid column shows the support count of each frequent pattern. The
threshold is taken to be four and the sliding window size is taken to be seven.

Figure 5.3: Compact FP Stream Tree implementation on sensor data.

5.3 Experimental Results
5.3.1 Comparison of FP Stream tree and Compact FP Stream tree for tilted time window
requirement.
The Comparison table for the amount of the tilted time window to be maintained at the nodes
of FP stream tree and Compact FP stream tree is shown in Table 5.1
Table: 5.1 Comparison FP stream tree and Compact FP stream tree based on tilted time
window
Size of the sliding Number of the windows Number of windows Percentage reduction
window
to be maintained for FP to be maintained for in
number
of
stream tree
Compact FP stream windows in Compact
tree
FP stream tree with
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7
9
11
13
15
17

183600
183600
183600
183600
183600
183600

175867
136803
111938
94679
82060
72397

respect to FP stream
tree
5%
36%
39%
48%
55%
60%

The window size is varied and the threshold is taken to be 10 in Table 5.1. The above result
on sensor data shows that by increasing the size of the sliding window there is reduction in the number
of tilted time window to be maintained in the Compact FP stream tree but the size of the windows in
FP stream tree remains the same because the size of the minimum number of windows needed have to
be specified before the FP stram tree is constructed. Thus a compact structure is obtained by Compact
FP stream tree.
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Size of the sliding window

40
percentage
reduction in
number of
windows

30
Percentage reduction in
number of windows in Compact
FP stream tree with respect to
FP stream tree
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Figure 5.4: Chart showing percentage reduction in size of tilted time window to be maintained
by Compact FP stream tree.
The graph given in Figure 5.4 shows the percentage reduction in amount of the tilted time window to
be maintained at nodes of Compact FP stream tree with respect to FP stream tree. The graph is
constructed by varying the window size.
5.3.2 Comparison of space reqirement for FP stream tree and Compact FP stream tree for the
sensor based data.
Table 5.2 Space requirement by FP stream tree and Compact FP stream tree
Window
Size of FP Stream Size of compact FP Percentage
Tree(bytes)
stream tree(bytes)
Reduction in Size
9
8815392
6569136
25%
11
8815392
5375616
39%
13
8815392
4547184
49%
15
8815392
3941472
55%
17
8815392
3477648
60%
The Table 5.2 shows the comparison of space requirement between FP stream tree and
compact FP stream tree. The comparison is carried out by varying the window size and keeping the
threshold to be 10. The above table shows that with the increasing the size of the window the
performance of Compact FP stream tree gradually increases. Thus Compact FP stream tree requires
less space as compared to FP stream tree.
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Figure 5.5: Chart showing percentage reduction in space requirement between FP stream tree
and Compact FP stream tree.
The graph in Figure 5.5 shows the reduction in space requirement of Compact FP stream tree
compared to FP stream tree. The graph is constructed by varying window size.
5.3.3Comparison of time requirement by FP stream tree and Compact FP stream tree for the
sensor based data.
The Table 5.3 shows the comparison of time requirement between FP stream tree and
Compact FP stream tree. The comparison is carried out by varying the window size and keeping the
threshold to be 10. The above table shows that with the increasing the size of t he window the
performance of Compact FP stream tree gradually increases. Thus Compact FP stream tree requires
less time as compared to FP stream tree.
Table 5.3 Time requirement by FP stream tree and Compact FP stream tree
Window
Time requirement for FP Time requiement for Percentage
stream tree(in nanoseconds)
compact FP stream Reduction in
tree(in nanoseconds)
Time
9

7098533081

6411111222

10%

11

7188275420

4506723126

38%

13

6972364112

3472862153

50%

15

6862267104

2994140361

57%

17

6998243084

2395539701

66%

The Table 5.3 shows the comparison of time requirement between FP stream tree and
Compact FP stream tree. The comparison is carried out by varying the window size and keeping the
threshold to be 10. The above table shows that with the increasing the size of the window the
performance of Compact FP stream tree gradually increases. Thus Compact FP stream tree requires
less time as compared to FP stream tree.
The graph in Figure 5.6 shows the reduction in time requirement of Compact FP stream tree
compared to FP stream tree. The graph is constructed by varying window size.
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Figure 5.6: Chart showing percentage reduction in time requirement between FP stream tree
and Compact FP stream tree.
6. CONCLUSION
The proposed Compact FP Stream Tree maintains the tilted time windows at the tail node and
at the partition window. It uses linked list based tilted time window thus the amount of tilted time
window to be maintained at the nodes need not be specified in advance. It maintains history of
information over a period of time. Experimental results on Sensor data set shows that the amount of
windows needed to be maintained in Compact FP stream tree is much less as compared to FP stream
tree. The time and space reqirement of Compact FP stream tree is less as compared to FP stream tree.
Thus Compact FP stream finds frequent pattern over a period of time with compact data structure and
in a time efficient manner.
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